Propagation velocity and triggering threshold of retinal spreading depression are not correlated.
Spreading depression (SD) is a pronounced but transient disturbance of cellular homeostasis in the neuropil of the central nervous system which spreads in a wave-like manner across the tissue. At the wavefront the cells depolarize and a distinct ion redistribution between intra- and extracellular space is observed. In the aftermath of SD the recovering tissue is refractory: during an early absolute refractory period no further SD can be triggered, during the subsequent relative refractory period SD waves spread at lower velocity than usual. In this paper we shall examine the influence of temperature on SD triggering and on SD propagation in the chicken retina (retinal spreading depression, rSD) and we shall examine rSD triggering and rSD propagation in the refractory period. It will be shown that cooling decreases the threshold of rSD triggering, i.e. it becomes easier to trigger rSD when the temperature is reduced. At the same time cooling slows rSD propagation. In contrast, during the relative refractory period triggering rSD is more difficult than usual while rSD propagation is also slowed. These results demonstrate that the propagation velocity of rSD is not correlated with the triggering threshold. In particular, the propagation velocity of rSD must not be used to predict the influence of experimental conditions on the triggering threshold.